WALLPAPER DIRECTIONS

Read ALL of the directions BEFORE installing.

The Supplies
Sponge/Rag
Water tub or Bath tub!
Painters Tape
Utility Knife

1. Prep For larger areas it’s easiest to hang with two people! Clean the surface of any dust and patch up holes. You can use a damp rag. Lay a drop cloth to catch dripping water.

2. Wetting Submerge panel into water to activate the adhesive. Fold each end onto itself and set aside for 3 minutes. Do not let it dry before applying to surface.

3. Application Unfold top half of folded paper, leave lower half as is. Align the top to the top edge of the ceiling. Once positioned, smooth downward and outward with a damp sponge. Unfold bottom half when ready. Any bubbles will dissipate on their own as paper dries. Be gentle so as not to squeegee any glue out from underneath.

4. Repeat Line up your next sheet. NOTE: The wallpaper is printed with a 3/4 inch overlap. DO NOT TRIM paper along overlapped edge, the overlap is to aid in matching. HANG LEFT TO RIGHT.

5. Finish Trim excess paper at the bottom once the paper is dry. Allow at least 3 hours for drying.

6. Removal (Even though you’re never going to remove your new fabulous wallpaper here is how to do it): Starting at the top corner, use a utility knife to separate from wall. If you are unable to separate the paper from the wall use a damp sponge to moisten the surface. Pull paper at a downward angle SLOWLY with both hands. Any remaining adhesive can be removed with a damp sponge. PAPER CAN BE RECYCLED!

THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING THIS WALLPAPER!

I cannot wait to see your project. Tag your pics #KZwallpaper or send me an email at info@katezarembacompany.com

Kate

www.katezarembacompany.com

p.s. find me on instagram @kathrynzaremba